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Cyber Kill ChainChapter I 

I-2 JP 2-0 

countering adversarial operations.  Regardless of the situation, intelligence assessments and 

estimates enable commanders to formulate plans and make better decisions based on this 

knowledge.  Thus, predictive, accurate, and relevant intelligence can mitigate the risks 

inherent in military operations and increase the likelihood of success. 

c.  Intelligence is not an exact science; intelligence analysts will have some uncertainty 

as they assess the OE, as should the commander and staff as they plan and execute 

operations.  Intelligence, as the synthesis of quantitative analysis and qualitative judgment is 

subject to competing interpretation.  It is therefore important that intelligence analysts 

communicate the degree of confidence they have in their analytic conclusions.  Such 

communication of analytic confidence helps intelligence consumers in deciding how much 

weight to place on intelligence assessments when making a decision.  One methodology 

intelligence personnel may use to assign a confidence level to their analytic conclusions or 

intelligence assessments is discussed in Appendix A, “Intelligence Confidence Levels in 

Analytic Judgments.” 

d.  Intelligence includes the organizations, capabilities, and processes involved in the 

collection, processing, exploitation, analysis, and dissemination of information or finished 

intelligence.  Intelligence, however, is not an end in itself.  To increase the operational 

relevance of intelligence, intelligence planners and managers should anticipate consumer 

needs.  Thus, an examination of whether intelligence is effective or influential not only 

depends on the intelligence organizations, processes, and products, but must also examine 

users’ intelligence needs.  Explicit user requirements, identified and properly communicated  

 

 
Figure I-1.  Relationship of Data, Information, and Intelligence 
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The Intelligence ProcessChapter I 
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Through this effort, intelligence planners determine the personnel, equipment, and 

intelligence architecture essential for support to joint operations.  When a particular crisis 

unfolds, commanders and their staffs develop an operation order (OPORD).  Intelligence 

input to the OPORD includes an adjusted and updated threat scenario and an intelligence 

annex that tailors intelligence support to the nature and scope of operations to be conducted.  

Assessments conducted by intelligence personnel provide operation planners feedback for 

future planning for subsequent operations. 

Intelligence support to joint operation planning is discussed in greater detail in Chapter IV, 

“Intelligence Support to Planning, Executing, and Assessing Joint Operations.” 

(1)  Intelligence Requirement and Information Requirement Planning.  During 

mission analysis, the joint force staff identifies significant information gaps about the 

adversary and other relevant aspects of the OE.  After gap analysis, the staff formulates 

intelligence requirements, which are general or specific subjects upon which there is a need 

for the collection of information or the production of intelligence.  All staff sections may 

recommend intelligence requirements for designation as priority intelligence requirements 

 
Figure I-3.  The Intelligence Process 
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The Intelligence Process
 The Nature of Intelligence 

I-29 

 

 

 
Figure I-8.  The Paradox of Warning 
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Indicators of Compromise
time-consuming and problematic if sufficient tracking isn’t in place, thus it is imperativethat indicators

subject to theseprocessesarevalid and applicable to theproblem set in question. If attention isnot paid

to this point, analystsmay find themselves applying these techniques to threat actors for which they

were not designed, or to benign act ivity altogether.
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Figure 1: Indicator life cycle states and transit ions

3.2 I nt rusion K il l Chain

A kill chain is a systematic process to target and engage an adversary to create desired e↵ects. U.S.

military targeting doctrine defines the steps of this process as find, fix, track, target, engage, assess

(F2T2EA): find adversary targetssuitablefor engagement; fix their location; track and observe; target

with suitableweapon or asset to createdesired e↵ects; engageadversary; assesse↵ects (U.S. Department

of Defense, 2007). This is an integrated, end-to-end process described as a “chain” because any one

deficiency will interrupt the ent ire process.

Expanding on thisconcept, thispaper presentsa new kill chain model, onespecifically for intrusions.

Theessenceof an intrusion is that theaggressor must develop a payload to breach a trusted boundary,

establish a presence insidea trusted environment, and from that presence, takeactions towards their

objectives, be they moving laterally inside the environment or violating the confidentiality, integrity,

or availability of a system in the environment. The intrusion kill chain is defined as reconnaissance,

weaponization, delivery, exploitation, installation, command and control (C2), and actionson objectives.

With respect to computer network attack (CNA) or computer network espionage(CNE), thedefinitions

for these kill chain phases are as follows:

1. R econnaissance - Research, identification and selection of targets, often represented ascrawling

Internet websites such as conference proceedings and mailing lists for email addresses, social

relat ionships, or informat ion on specific technologies.

2. W eaponizat ion - Coupling a remote access trojan with an exploit into a deliverable payload,

typically by meansof an automated tool (weaponizer). Increasingly, client application datafilessuch

asAdobePortableDocument Format (PDF) or Microsoft Officedocumentsserveastheweaponized

deliverable.

3. D el iver y - Transmission of theweapon to thetargeted environment. Thethreemost prevalent

delivery vectors for weaponized payloads by APT actors, as observed by the Lockheed Martin

Computer Incident ResponseTeam (LM-CIRT) for theyears2004-2010, areemail attachments,

websites, and USB removable media.

4. Exploi t at ion - After theweapon isdelivered to victim host, exploitation triggers intruders’ code.

Most often, exploitation targetsan application or operating system vulnerability, but it could also

moresimply exploit theusersthemselvesor leveragean operatingsystem featurethat auto-executes

code.
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Indicators of Compromise



Information Sharing

Pamina Republic 
Army 

Unit 31459 

l33t007@badassin.com 

Associated Actor Leet 

Electronic Address 

Initial Compromise 

Indicator Observable 

Spear Phishing Email 

Establish Foothold 
Observed TTP 

Observed TTP 

WEBC2 

Malware 
Behavior 

Escalate Privilege 
Observed TTP 

Uses Tool 

Uses Tool 

cachedump 

lslsass 

MD5: 
d8bb32a7465f55c368230bb52d52d885 

Indicator 

Observed TTP 

Internal 
Reconnaissance 

Attack Pattern 
ipconfig 
net view  
net group “domain admins” 
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Exfiltration 
Uses Tool 

GETMAIL 

Targets 

Khaffeine 
Bronxistan 
Perturbia 
Blahniks 
. . . 

Leverages 
Infrastructure 

IP Range: 
172.24.0.0-112.25.255.255 

C2 Servers 

Observable 

Sender: John Smith 
Subject: Press Release 

Expressing Relationships in STIX 



Information Sharing
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Takeaways

• Move onus of security ops from reactionary to proactive

(Incident Response to Threat Intelligence) 

• Place and tune your defensive sensors appropriately

Use the intelligence feedback loop

• Don’t do it alone


